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ANNOUNCEMENT
It is of immense delectation to share with our readers/authors/editors/reviewers that Journal of Pure and Applied
Physics had successfully disseminated 8 Volumes worldwide through the journal platform. Currently, we are on the way to
promulgate more updates in the field of applied physics. We would like to acknowledge the contributors of our journal for their
time-honored support and cooperation in bringing and publishing the issues on journal website within time.
With reference to the previous submissions received in the journal, we request the eminent authors to come up with
their valuable submissions based on their recent ongoing studies related to the applied physics, fluid mechanics, industrial
physics, quantum physics, plasma physics, acoustics, mechanical and thermal properties, magnetic and optical properties,
astrophysics and astronomy, nuclear, atomic and molecular physics and other such topics that covers the journal scope.
This year the journal team is planning to release 3-4 Special Issues. For the same, we request the editors/ reviewers/
authors/ readers to give your valuable suggestions and come forward with the updated facts and information. The Guest Editors
will be felicitated with Certificate of Appreciation from the journal team.

ARTICLE TYPES
Table 1: Article types accepted in the journal.

Article Type
Research Article
Review Article
Original Article
Case/Brief Report
Video Abstract
Research Poster
Erratum
Editorial Note
Commentary
Short Communication
Perspective/Opinion/Suggestions
Letter to Editor
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Word Count
1500-6000
2000-7500
2000-3000
1000-1800
25-30 Mb
Informative & Captivating
8000-1000
500-800
500-750
900-1200
900-1000
500-750
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SUBMISSION PROCESS
The manuscript can be submitted online through Online Manuscript Submission System under the link Submit
Manuscript: https://www.scholarscentral.org/submissions/research-reviews-pure-applied-physics.html
After the submission, the author will receive a mail from the journal regarding the manuscript number along with the
credentials to track the manuscript status. The manuscript undergoes rapid peer review process, acceptance from the editor and
then formatting and editing. The whole process takes around 30-45 days for complete processing and publication.

ADVERTISEMENT PLATFORM
Journal of Pure and Applied Physics also invites the manufacturing companies, laboratories to promulgate their
assets/newsletter through journal webpage. Universities/Institutes can contact us for the global announcement for International
Conferences/ Webinars, workshops, exhibitions, academic reports of the events generally organized at regular intervals as a part
of curriculum.

MEMBERSHIPS & REPRINTS
The journal offers various membership schemes for the regular visitors/authors/reviewers/editors of the journal. And
accordingly we provide complimentary reprints to the subscribers of the journal. As per the requirement, we provide reprints of
individual selected article/issue(s)/volume(s) or customized reprints.

SURVEY & FEEDBACK
Journal of Pure and Applied Physics is a growing journal and the journal team is regularly working to upgrade the journal
and make it more captivating platform. To achieve the goals the journal circulates survey forms at planned time intervals to take
suggestions/feedbacks from the audience of the journal and accordingly the work directions goes on.
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